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We obtain, for a large class of measures II, general inequalities of the form 
SW I u ID A&g* I u I) dp Q K(ll u : W”‘WTP, dp)IP + II u II8 A(log* II u II)), where 
II u /I = I/ u: Lp(R”, dp)ll, log* t = max{l, log t}, and the function A depends in 
an appropriate way on p. Our results extend similar results obtained by Rosen 
for the case p = 2, A(t) = P. We also investigate some implications of these 
inequalities for the imbedding of Sobolev spaces into Orlicz spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The logarithmic Sobolev inequality of Gross [4] states that for every con- 
tinuously differentiable function u on Euclidean space UP, 
where &L(X) = ,-n12 exp(- j x 1”) dx, and /I . Ij denotes the norm on L2(IWn, dp). 
This is an analog for Gaussian measure of the classical Sobolev inequality, and, 
being independent of dimension, is suitable for passage to infinite dimension. 
The inequality arose in connection with problems in quantum field theory; 
Gross shows that it is equivalent to the hypercontractive inequality of Nelson [5]. 
His proof is probabilistic in nature; (1) is derived via the central limit theorem. 
A short, elementary proof has recently been given in [l]. 
Gross’s inequality has sparked interest in the derivation and application of 
more general weighted Sobolev inequalities. (See, in particular, Feissner [3], 
and Rosen [6].) It is our purpose in this paper to obtain sharp D-logarithmic 
Sobolev inequalities for a wide class of measures dp and to consider some 
implications of such inequalities for the imbedding of Sobolev spaces. 
Throughout the paper we assume that the measure p is given by 
dp(x) = I/J(X) dx = exp(-4(x)) dx, 
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where 4 is continuous and nonnegative on UP, and satisfies 
p(W) = j- #J(X) dx < co. 
W” 
(2) 
Note that a set has p-measure zero if and only if its Lebesgue measure is zero. 
For our main results we shall also assume that 4 satisfies the following regularity 
condition: 4 is twice continuously differentiable on lW, and there exist positive 
constants c and E such that the inequality for second partial derivatives, 
holds for all x. (Note that (3) does not restrict the rate of growth of d(x) as 
1 x 1 + co, only the regularity of that growth.) 
In the sequel m 3 1 is an integer, p 3 1 is real, and W”*P(sZ, dv) denotes, 
for dv(x) = dx (Lebesgue measure), or dv(x) = dp(x), the Sobolev space obtained 
by completing with respect to the norm 
the set of functions u in P(Q) for which the norm is finite. (See [2] for definitions 
of al these spaces.) A standard argument shows that C,m(tW) is dense in 
Wm,*(Rn, dv). 
Our principal result is stated in the following theorem. Its proof is given in 
Section 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a nonnegative, nondecreasing function on lR+ satisfyng 
the AZ-condition: for some constant k and all t > 0, 
A(2t) < kA(t). (4) 
If the weight + satisjies the regularity condition, and if, for some constant C, the 
inequality 
&W < CU + I WxWp (5) 
holds for almost all x, then there exists a constant 
in Wm*“(R*, dp), 
s I 4W’ 4og” I WI) 444 iwn 
K such that for all u 
< K(ll fd : W’-Wn, 44” + II u P’ 4og* II u II), (6) 
where log* t = max{l, log t> and II u II = jr u: Lp(R”, dp)II. 
5w3412-9 
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Remarks. 1. The casep = 2, A(t) = ts of Theorem 1 is similar to a theorem 
of Rosen [6] which was proved under slightly different hypotheses. Like Rosen’s, 
our result can be used to obtain generalizations of Nelson’s hypercontractive 
theorem. 
2. The dimension independence of Gross’ inequality (1) is closely con- 
nected with the cancellation properties of logarithm. Like Rosen’s, our in- 
equality (6) is not dimension independent; the constant K may depend on n. 
No cancellation is required, and we are free to use a truncated logarithm. For 
convenience we choose the positive truncation log*. 
3. In Section 3 we establish the sharpness of Theorem 1 in the case m = 1; 
roughly speaking, if (5) fails in a certain uniform sense, then (6) also fails. 
4. In Section 4 we consider some consequences of (6) for the imbedding of 
certain Sobolev spaces into Orlicz spaces, and derive thereby some necessary 
conditions for the existence of nontrivial inequalities of the form (6). 
5. By virtue of the da-condition (4), A satisfies, for all positive Y and s, 
the inequality 
4~ + 4 < k(A(r) + 4)). (7) 
Also, there exist positive constants a and X (depending on k and A(1)) such that 
if t > 1, then 
A(t) < at”. (8) 
Both of these estimates will be required in the sequel. 
We conclude this section with some examples to illustrate Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLES. We give several examples of pairs (4, A) satisfying the require- 
ments of Theorem 1. Each A has been chosen (up to a multiplicative constant) 
to grow as rapidly as possible, consistent with (5). To avoit smoothness difficul- 
ties with the functions +, which must satisfy the regularity condition, we denote 
by p(x) a smooth, positive function on If’P which is equal to 1 x 1 if 1 x 1 > 1, and 
by log** t, a smooth, positive, increasing function on R+ which is equal to 
log t when log t > 1. A positive integer subscript j on a log indicates j-fold 
composition; log: t = log*(log* t), etc. 
For given real u > 0, set 6 = mp(u - 1)/u. 
94(4 = WY9 
?u4 = ~~Pbiw>? 
4&> = exp(h@>), 
6-&d = PGw%i*” &)>o, 
A,(t) = ts (0 > 11, 
Al,(t) = tm”(log* t)6 (0 > O), 
A,(t) = (t log* t a*. log,*_, t)““(log,* t)” 
(j 3 21, 
A-,(t) = (log,* t)Qmp (a > 0, j 2 1). 
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Since log* t & log* 2t < 2 log* t it is readily checked that all of the functions 
Aj satisfy the As-condition. The restriction u > 1 for &, is natural. If u < 1, 
then A,, is decreasing. If o = 1, A,, is constant. In either case, however, A, is 
bounded on [1, co) so that (6) holds trivially. 
2. PROOF OF THE GENERAL LOGARITHMIC SOBOLEV INEQUALITY 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is elementary; the required estimates are based on 
integration by parts, and on the fundamental theorem of calculus via the special 
case 
/I u: m(yuP, dx)lj < K 11 vu: L’(R”, dx)ll (9) 
of the classical Sobolev inequality for Lebesgue measure (see [2, p. 1041). We 
shall also need the following simple inequalities: 
(i) ifp>landS,T>O,then 
(S + T)p < 29Sp + Tp). (10) 
(ii) if p > 1 then for any 7 > 0 there exists a constant C,, such that if 
S, T 3 0, then 
SP--lT < +p + C,,Tp. (11) 
(iii) if 0 < q < p then for any 7 > 0 there exists a constant C, such that 
if T > 0, then 
TQ < rlTp + C,, . (12) 
LEMMA A. If u is a scalar, complex-valued function in Cl(W), then V ] u 1 
beZongs to IV&@!n) and I V I u 1) < I Vu I a.e. If U = (ul ,..., u,) is a vector of 
such functions, then / V 1 U /I < (z: I Vui /2)1/2 a.e. 
Proof. We shall show that 4 D, 1 u I(x)1 < j D,u(x)l a.e.; similar estimates 
obtain for the other first partials. Let S be the open set {x E IP: U(X) # 0}, and 
let w = / u 1-l Re(@D,u) on S, while w = 0 off S. One readily computes that 
D, / u j = w on S. 
Write x E UP in the form x = (x1 , x’) where x’ = (x2 ,..., x,) E lFP-1. For 
each x’ let S,, = (x1 E [w: (x1 , x’) E S}. S,, can be decomposed into a countable 
union of maximal disjoint open intervals Ik . Since u(., x’) must vanish at the 
endpoints of Ik we have, for each w E C,,m(llP), 
I I~ w(x) w(x) dx, = - s Ik 444 I 44 dx, . 
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Since w and u vanish off S, it follows that SIP ww dx, = -SW Dlw j u 1 dx, , and 
hence that 
s 
Iw” w(x) w(x) dx = - 
s 444 I 44I dx. R” 
Thus D, j u 1 = w as distributions on IF!“. But 1 w ( < 1 D,u 1 and D,u EL&([W~); 
hence D, 1 u I EL~,,(IW”) and 1 Dl 1 u / 1 < I Dlu ) a.e. 
The vector case is proved similarly, but with w = I U j--l Re(O . DIU). 1 
LEMMA B. There exists a constant K such that for ewery u E C,,m(Rn), 
s I +W’ (1 + I V(x)IP’ 444 G K II u : J+‘m*‘(~n, 4-W. (13) Ifi 
In particular, 
s I +9l” I W(4l 444 < K II u : W’VP, 4.#‘. (14) W” 
Proof. Inequality (14) follows trivially from (13) which in turn follows by 
induction on m from the inequality 
jRn 1 u 1~ (1 + 1 v+ j)mpdp < K jRm'l Vu I* (1 + I W IYm-1)* + I u I”> 4, 
(15) 
which we establish below for u E C,-,m(lP). (Note that case m = 1 of (13) and 
(15) coincide. If (13) holds with m replaced by m - 1, then applying it to the 
various first partials of u provides the desired estimates for the first term on 
the right side of (15) to complete the induction.) Throughout this, and sub- 
sequent discussions, K will denote various constants, and may change form 
line to line. 
Recall that 4 E C2(1Wn). If u E C,,m(!P), then the vector function V = 
lulP(l+ IWI 1 2 (mp-2)/2 V+ belongs to W1J(W, dp) (by Lemma A) and so is 
approximable in norm in that space by smooth functions with compact support. 
Since V# = -# V$, integration by parts yields 
Dfferentiating V and making use of the scalar and vector forms of Lemma A 
we obtain, a.e. in W, 
IV*VI ~Pl~lp-lIv~I(l+Iw 1 2 (nap-l)/2 + 1 u I”(1 + 1 v(p ~2)ww-2)/2 1 A+ 1 
+ Imp-22 
2 
1 u p (1 + 1 vc$ lyJ+2)‘2 ($ pg.[)l:p 
< K(I f.4 [P-l I vu I (1 + I v+ p--l + 124 IV (1 + I v+ I)““-‘); 
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we have used (3) to obtain the final inequality. To estimate this latter expression 
we apply (11) to the first term and (12) to the second, each with 7 = 1/2”“+lK, 
and so obtain a.e. 
1 v . v 1 < 2--m* 
Now, using (IO), 
\up+ v.v+ = 
> 1 u IP (1 + 1 vrp pq >, 21-p I u IP (1 + I w I)““* 
Combining these estimates with (16) we get 
<; I I u I* (1 + I V I>“” 4 w”
+ K j- (I vu IP (1 + I V$ l)(m-l)p + I 21 I”> 4 
iv 
and (15) follows by transposition. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that u E Csm(lP). Also assume that 
n > 1; if n = 1 minor revisions are required. 
Suppose, for the moment, that 11 u (1 < 1. Letf(x) = log* / u(x)1 -$(x), and 
let P = {x E W: f (3) >, l}. On UP -P we have A(log* 1 u I) < A(1 + 4) f 
V(l) + CC1 + I W I)““) by (7) and (5). Similarly, on P, A(log* I u 1) = 
A(f + 4) < k(A(f) + C(l + I V4 I)mp). Hence by Lemma B 
I KS” 1 u Ip A(log* I u I) dp < K I/ u : Wm*p(Rn, dp)Ij” + k I, I u Ip A(f) dp. (17) 
Now (8) implies that the inequality (A(f))” < anf *n < K exp(f) = 
Kz,b max{e, I u I} holds on P, so that, since 11 u I( < 1 and &lP) < 00, we have 
by Holder’s inequality 
s 
(Jf (4))% dx < K. (18) 
R” 
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Thus, using Holder’s inequality again, together with (18) and the classical 
Sobolev inequality (9), we obtain 
s I u Ia A(f) dp < II A(f) :WP, dx)ll ll(l u lp $) :Ln’cn-l)(Rn, dx)ll P 
< K II V(l u Ip 4) : WW, WI 
< K 11 u : Wp(R”, dp)llp, (19) 
where (11) and (14) have been used to obtain the final inequality. Combining 
(17) and (19) completes the proof for the case II u I/ < 1. 
IfIlujl > lweletu =vIIu/IsothatIjoII = l.Sincelog*luj <log* IV/ + 
log* )I u /I, we get inequality (6) f or ?I by using (7) and the case proved above. 1 
3. THE SHARPNESS OF THE GENERAL INEQUALITY 
In this section we shall show that case m = 1 of inequality (6) is sharp in 
the following sense: if A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 except for (5), 
and if instead there exists a positive constant C and a positive integer k such 
that for all sufficiently large I x /, 
4#(4) a cc1 + I w4l)” h3c I x I? (20) 
then there exists u E wl~~(LP, dp) for which the left side of (6) is infinite. 
In order to prove this we require, in addition to the regularity condition (3), 
the following assumptions concerning 4: 
lim log I v~(x)l = 0 
1x1-m 44 ’ 
lim log Ix I = 0 
IsI+m -@y- . 
(21) 
(22) 
All the functions +j in the examples of Section 1 satisfy these conditions. 
Let h(t) be a smooth, bounded function on R+ such that / h’(t)1 < h(t) for 
all t > 0, and such that for some T > 0, 
k(t) = (P log t log, t ... log,-&log, t)3/2)+ if t > T. 
We may assume T has been chosen large enough that (20) holds for j x 1 > T. 
Ifg(x) = (1 + I V(x)l)-‘h(l x I), then by (3), I VA41 ,< WI x I) a.e. 
Let u(x) = g(x) exp(+)/p). Then I Vu(x)l < Kh(l x I) exp(4(4/p), and 
since t+W belongs toLl(R+, dt), it follows that u belongs to FF*(FP, dp). On 
the other hand, log* I u(x)1 3 (&4/p) - h# + I W(x)l) - I logh(l x I>I. BY 
virtue of (21) and (22) we may assume (increasing T if necessary) that log* / u(x)1 
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3 5442~ for ] x ( 3 T. The da-condition implies that A(t/2p) > KA(t) for 
some constant K, and so by (20) 
I u(x)l” A(log* I 49) VW 2 K I g(x)l* (1 + I W(x)l)” log, I x I 
3 W4 x IN” log, I x I. 
Since f; t+l(h(t))p log, t dt = cc, it follows that Jnn 1 u Iv A(log* 1 u 1) dp = CO. 
4. IMBEDDING INTO ORLICZ SPACES AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we consider some straightforward implications of the general 
logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the existence and compactness of im- 
beddings of Sobolev spaces into Orlicz spaces, and obtain, as a consequence, 
necessary conditions for the existence of nontrivial such inequalities for finite 
measures. 
Recall that if dp is a measure on a domain Sz in KY, and if B is an N-function 
(that is, a continuous, strictly increasing, convex function on aB+ satisfying 
limt+o+ B(t)/t = 0 and lim,,, B(t)/t = co), then the Orlicz space L,(s2, dp) is 
obtained by taking the norm 
on the linear hull of the set K,(Q, dp) of (equivalence classes of) measurable 
functions u on Q satisfying ssa B(I u(x)\) dp(x) < CO. If B satisfies the da- 
condition, then Ks(Q, dp) and L,(Q, dp) coincide. A sufficient condition for 
the imbedding (continuous injection) of Wm~“(Q, dp) into L&2, dp) is that 
JcJVl)dd b e ounded on the unit ball of Wm+2, dp). 
Suppose A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and that B(t) = t”A(log* t) 
is an N-function. (This is so for the examples of section 1 if p > 1.) Then 
Wm~p(Wn, dp) imbeds into L&R”, dp). This imbedding is nontrivial ifL,(W, dp) 
is a proper subspace of Lp(lP, dp), that is, if A(t) increases without bound as 
t + co. The following lemma provides a counterpart of this observation for 
Lebesgue measure. 
LEMMA C. Let dp(x) = #(x) dx where $ is positive, continuous, and bounded on 
5P. Let B be an N-function and suppose there exists a constant K such that for all 
smooth function u on 5P, 
s 4 WI) 444 < KU u : W”?~“, 4419 + B(ll u : L*(R”, 4411))s R” 
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If i2={y=(X,t)EllP+l: 0 < t -C +(x)1, then Urm*g(Q, dy) imbeds into 
W& 49. 
Proof. If w E W*+?, dy) n Cl(Q) and w(t, 7) = o(x, t) = w(y) where 
x = 5, t = T#(.$, it follows by change of variables in the integrals involved 
that, since $ is bounded, 
11 w : WmsP(Rn X (0, I), dp(5) x dT)ll < KI( w : Wm~“(L’, dy)/. 
Similarly, 
where 
tF(T))’ = j- 1 w(t> T)I” 445). 
W” 
By Hiilder’s inequality and Lemma A, 
Now 
1 F(t)/ < s’ (1 F(T)1 + 1 F’(T)l) dT (0 < t < l), 
0 
and it follows, by HGlder’s inequality again, that 
ts;P, IF(t)1 < K IIF : p%o, I), dT)ll 
< K 11 w : W’~p(R” x (0, I), dp x d+. 
Smooth functions being dense in W “J’(Q, dy), we have that sn B(I w( y)l) dy 
is bounded on the unit ball of that space, as required. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let TV satisfy the conditks specified in Section 1, except possibly 
the regularity condition. Suppose thwe hola? for all smooth functions u on Rn the 
inequality 
f I u I” 4og* I u I) 4 G K(II u : ~-W”, 44II” + II u Ilp 4log” II u II)>, LP (23) 
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where 1) u \I = 11 u : Lp(lw”, dp)\\ and A is a nonnegatiwe, continuous, n&creasing 
function on R+ tending to in$nity with its argument. Let 
$2 = {(x, t) E lRn+l: 0 < t < $qx>). 
Then the following conclusions hold. 
(a) The imbedding of W”*p(sZ, dy) into LP(sZ, dy) is compact. 
(b) For every given f, 6 > 0 there exists a number R such that if Y > R, then 
s (ssR”:,a,> ) 7 +(x) d  G* J 16-(x) dx- (zeP:r-E<lzl<r) 
(c) If 4(x) = e([ x I) and t+l exp(-B(t)) is nonincreasing for s@ciently 
large t, then 
lilir#t + 1) - O(t)) = ccl* 
Proof. Let C(t) = t”A(log* t). There exists t, > 0 and an N-function B(t) 
such that B(t) < Ktp if t < tl and B(t) < C(t) < 4B(t) if t 2 t, . (For p > 1 
such a B may be constructed as follows: let tj be defined by C(tJ = 2’A(l)t,P 
(j = 1, 2,...); let B(tJ = C(t,)/2; define B(t) = A(l)ta on [0, tJ, and extend 
B(t) to the interior of each interval [tj , tj+l] so that B(t)/tp is linear there. For 
p = 1 the same scheme is appropriate, but a modification is needed on [0, tl) 
to ensure that B(t)/t tends to zero with t.) 
LetS={xER”:/~(~)I>t~.Wehave 
If II 21 IIb tl , then C(ll u II) < 4B(ll u II); if II u II < t, , then C(ll u II) < II u 11” A(tJ. 
It follows from (23) that 
s B(l 11 I) 4 d K(ll u : W’-W> dp)ll” + B(Il u II)). IF 
By Lemma C, Wm.*@, dy) imbeds into L&J, dy). Since 8 has finite volume 
(because p(UP) < cc) and B(t)/tp tends to infinity with t, it follows by a standard 
argument (see [2, pp. 146, 147, and 2421) that conclusion (a) holds, Being a 
necessary condition for (a) (see [2, p. 1661) conclusion (b) must also hold. 
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Under the assumptions of (c) we have, for any given S > 0 and large enough Y, 
whence 
< K6 
s 7-1/2<lrI<r *(*) dx 
< K&(Y - f#-l exp(--(r - Q), 
(2&“’ & < exp(8(r + +) - C?(Y - 4)). 
Hence conclusion (c) follows from (b). 1 
Remarks. 1. There can be no nontrivial inequality of type (23) if 4(x) N 1 x 10, 
where 0 < u < 1. 
2. The above proofs can be modified to show that if B is any N-function 
for which B(t)/tp tends to infinity with t, then there can be no imbedding of 
the form 
Ur”-(W x (0, l), dp x dt) -+L,(W x (0, l), dp x dt) (24) 
unless the conclusions of Theorem 2 hold. This observation can be extended to 
more general imbeddings, 
Wm.~(Rn+l, dv) + Lg(lWnfl, dv) (25) 
provided dv(x, t) = dp(x) x A(t) dt where X is bounded and bounded away from 
zero on compact sets in R. (In this case an extension argument similar to [2, p. 841 
enables us to recover (24) from (25).) It is known (see [2, p. 1201) that if Q is an 
unbounded domain in W having finite volume then there can be no imbedding 
of W~,p(L?, dx) intoD(J2, dx) for any 4 > p. Neither can there by any imbedding 
into L,(s2, dx) unless the imbedding into L”(Q, dx) is compact, and hence 
unless, for given E, S > 0, there exists R such that for r > R, 
VOl((X E 52: 1 X 1 > Y}) < S vol((x E Q: Y - E < / x ) < Y)). 
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